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PROGRAM NOTES

Day Spa Semaphore, for four semaphore �ag operators, challenges what we mean by the term "musical" 
(etymologically "of the art of muses") by removing layers of what we tacitly understand as load bearing 
musical materials, of these most prominent is Day Spa's removal of sound — also the removal of the 
possibility of ascribing imagined sonic material to the performative gesticulations, as one might, for 
example, with Mark Applebaum's Tlön, for three [silent] conductors. �e result, for me, is a space for 
cultural decluttering, a reprieve from the frustration of the constant bombardment of sound, a sonic day 
spa.

�ough Day Spa does not promote a close reading of its text, Appendix A provides a key to English 
semaphoric symbology (from the reciever's perspective).

PERFORMANCE NOTES

Semaphore Basics

Semaphore is a visual mode of communication — it is typically employed at sea, but not exclusively. 
Speci�c positioning of two brightly colored �ags imparts textual information: letters, numbers, or 
shorthand messgaes (e.g., attention, error, disregard). Flag positions derive from a systematic partitioning 
of the circular plane made by the arms, from the �ags vertically extended above the head, then 
outstretched to both sides, and �nally towards the ground. Cross-body positions are common, too.

Note: All �ag/operator icons in this section are from the operator's perspective (except those in Figures 1 
& 2). See Appendix B for a key to English semaphoric symbology from the operator's perspective. As 
above, it is unnecessary to engage with, nor interpret, the text.

Flags and Apparel

Brief background: Semaphore operators primarily use two standard �ag pairs, the Oscar and Papa �ags. 
Oscar �ags (red and yellow) are typically used at sea, while Papa �ags (blue and white) on land. �ese high 
contrast �ags improve the salience of the signaled characters from a distance or in low visibility 
conditions. If visibility is not an issue, the use of these �ags may be dropped altogether, either replaced by 
di�erent �ags, replaced by other objects, or not replaced at all and only the arms can be used.

Day Spa Semaphore requires the utilization of �ags, the colors of which shall be determined by the venue 
in which it is performed. Flag color coordination amongst operators is requisite; that is, there will will be

Oscar flag

Papa flag



four pairs of similar-colored �ags. Either the Oscar or Papa �ags are preferred but not essential. 
Otherwise, prefer colors that greatly contrast with the stage background, taking into account the  intensity 
of the stage lights.

As such, all four operators must choose monochromatic clothing that does not detract from the primacy 
of the signaled characters, i.e., muted colors by comparison. Prefer to wear black.

Setup

�e four operators must be arranged in a semi-circle to permit visual coordination (I-IV, from le� to 
right) and distributed such that the �ags are equidistant from one another when in the (3,3) position (or 
letter R). (Figures 1a & 1b. Also, see Notation for an explication of �ag positions.)

�e music stand — upright in the usual manner — presents a visual barrier to the signaled characters. To 
assuage this predicament and allow greater audience visibility, tilt back the music stand's panel as far as 
possible while retaining the ability to read the score. All four operators are encouraged to coordinate how 
far back the stands will tilt, furnishing uniform visibility. (Figure 2)

During performance, take care to avoid striking the stand with �ags. To mitigate this possibility, the stand 
should be placed at a confortable distance away from the the area of operation, while retaining the ability 
to read the score. (Figure 3)

Staves & Clefs

�e full score, as presented here, is more appropriately termed a close score, i.e., parts in unison are 
presented on a single sta�. �is presents several notational challenges which are clari�ed below, notably 
concerning the distribution of parts on a sta� and cross-measure ties and transitions (see Ties and 
Transitions).

Each part consists of a one-line sta�. �e space above the line represents the right hand �ag, the space 
below, the le�. �is con�guration is reinforced by the clef (retrograde arrows), a right pointing arrow for 
the right �ag (top), a le� pointing arrow for the le� �ag (bottom).

Pertains to the full score:

�e numbered block before the clef indicates which operator (or operators) plays that particular sta� in that 
measure. A block consisting of 1234 indicates a tutti unison, while a block consisting of 14 indicates that opera-
tors one and four play in unison. Dotted lines from the end of one measure to the next numbered block indicate 
the manner in which the former distribution of operators divide or combine to form the new distribution in the 
following measure. At the end of a measure in which an operator is tacet during the following measure, a small 
numbered block (with a yellow numeral) is given, which indicates those tacet voices (�e tacet operator is to 
remain in the (5,5) or "space" position). 

Both species of numbered blocks are placed above the sta� in individual parts.
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Figure 2. Greater �ag visibility
when music stand tilted back.

Figure 3. Avoid striking music stand
with �ag (cross-body �ag positions

pose the most danger).
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Figure 1a. Stage setup and equidistant �ag distribution
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Figure 1b. Stage setup (di�erent view), with titled stands



Measures & Page Turns

Every measure ends with all operators in the (5,5) position (unless transitioning; see Ties & Transitions 
for more details).

A disruption of the performative-intensive space by page turns must not occur, therefore the ensemble is 
encouraged to thoughtfully coordinate page turns. For example, when all four operators have �nished the 
�nal measure of the page — all in the (5,5) position — smoothly transfer both �ags to one hand (agreed 
upon beforehand), then proceed to turn the page, in unison.

Flag Positions

In lieu of the standard string of text/letters dictating sequential �ag positions — and, subsequently, 
position memorization for each letter — Day Spa utilizes an invented tablature to enable the transmission 
of extra-semaphoric information, such as rhythm and transitions (see below), and to assist sight-reading.

�ere are fourteen �ag positions (seven for each �ag). In the absolute, these are arranged from highest to 
lowest in forty-�ve degree increments, with �ag positions doubled at zero degrees and 180 degrees 
(Figure 4), plus two cross-body positions. In Day Spa, numbers are assigned to each �ag position (1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, -2, -4), horizontally mirrored by the other �ag (Figures 5a & 5b).

A cross-body position occurs when a �ag enters the semi-circular plane of the opposite �ag (e.g., the 
le�-hand �ag is positioned in the right-hand �ag's 2 or 4 positions). Cross-body positions are indicated 
by negative numbers, -2 and -4 (Figure 6).

Noteheads

�e numeric notation of dual �ag positions, as seen above and below, consists of open and closed 
parentheses, inside of which there are two numbers that represent the �ag positions. �e �rst number 
indicates the le� �ag position; the second, the right �ag position. For example, the letter E is represented 
by (5,2): the le� �ag in the 5 position, the right in the 2 position.

Pertains to the full score:

Every measure �oats apart from its adjacent measures for two reasons. �e �rst, to assist the distribution of parts 
in close score; second, to clearly delineate the end of one "phrase" (in the music-performative sense) or a single 
word (semaphoric sence).

For individual parts, all material is placed on one sta�; measures do not �oat.

Figure 5b. 5a, di�erent view
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Figure 6. Cross-body positions, with negative
numbers (opposite arm in grey for perspective)
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Every notehead contains a number in concordance with the desired �ag position (see above, Flag 
Positions). For example, in the �rst measure of Figure 7, the �rst position/letter called for, D, is notated by 
the dual �ag position (5,1) (5 referring to the position of the le� �ag, 1 referring to the right), and lasts for 
the duration of one sixteenth-note. For operators 2 and 4 in measure three of Figure 8, the letter O — 
lasting the duration of a triplet half-note — is notated by the dual �ag position (-2,3), -2 (a cross-body 
position) referring to the le� �ag, 3 referring to the right.

Ties & Transitions

�e indication for a tie is a black bar (not to be confused with rhythmic beams), beginning from an initial 
notehead and ending on the �nal stem to be added to the total duration of one �ag position — this instead 
of the standard joining of two or more noteheads by a curved line or lines. For operators 1 and 3 in 
measure three of Figure 7, the �ag position (5,2) is tied to the following stem, meaning it is to be held for 
the duration of one triplet sixteenth note plus one dotted sixty-fourth note.

A transition is a color-�lled bar; it resembles a tie, but is di�erent in several respects. It indicates the total 
duration of a �ag that smoothly transitions from one position to another — a �ag glissando — suggesed 
by the gradual color transition from yellow to red. It begins on an initial notehead, or �ag position, and 
ends on the following notehead, or new �ag position. A �ag transition must remain on the circular plane 
of the other positions, except in cases where it transitions from or to a cross-body position. In those 
situations, transform the original circular plane into a sphere, along which the �ag takes the most direct 
route to the new �ag position.

For operators 3 and 4 in measure two of Figure 7, the right-hand �ag begins in position 3 and transitions 
to position 4, for the duration of one eighth note plus one sixteenth note, ending on the following dotted 
thirty-second note. Meanwhile, the le� hand �ag simultaneously begins in position 4 and transitions to 
position 5, for the same duration.

Meter & Tuplets

�ough measures are of speci�c lengths, meter is inconsequential as a means of heirarchical subdivision 
of durations. Beams, however, are clustered to prefer, where possible, quarter-note groupings.

Strict adherence to the given tempo is of upmost importance, as variations from measure to measure 
depend on a constant pulse.

Tuplets (triplets), then, act as a foil; they may be broken or incomplete. Resumption of the original pulse 
begins immediately on the next attack. �e (aural or visual) e�ect is a momentary disruption to the 
temporal grid: it folds over itself, stumbles, skips, then restarts.

Performance Directives

Performance directives, located above the beginning of each measure (not shown in Figure 7), provide a 
textual sense of each operators' level of intensity and character for the duration of a given measure.

Odds & Ends

1. Applies to all attacks: as a �ag reaches its destination position, make a slight "snap" with the elbow and 
wrist, as if popping it into a socket. It is especially important to delineate new �ag positions in such a 
manner at the target destination of transitions and re-articulated attacks (the repetition of identical �ag 
positions).

2. When moving from position to position, prefer to keep the arm(s) straight. Sparingly bend the elbows 
and wrists; do so where appropriate.

3. Prepare to begin Day Spa at attention in the (5,5) position. End Day Spa by relaxing the �nal, held (5,5) 
position.

Pertains to the full score:

At the end of some measures, one can �nd dashed bars, resembling mixed ties or transitions. �ese are sometimes 
black and white, black and gradient, gradient and white, or black, gradient, and white, all together. In the full 
sore this indicates how the various operators on a single sta� proceed in the following measure. For example, in 
measure one of Figure 7, a black and white dashed bar indicates that one to three operators will continue to hold 
(tie) the (5,5) position to (at least) the �rst value in the next measure (operators 1 and 2), while one to three 
operators will not hold (5,5) and, instead, signal a new position on the �rst value of the next measure––operators 
3 and 4 will signal (4,3). Elsewhere, at the end of measure three in Figure 7, operators 1 and 3 either tie the (5,5) 
position to the �rst value of the next measure or transition away from it. Since operator 1 is tacet in the following 
measure, indicated by the numbered block (-2), she will, therefore, remain (tied) in the (5,5) position. Operators 
2 and 4 either transition away from (5,5) or signal a new position.

Mixed dashed bars do not occur in individual parts.

Pertains to the full score:

In the full score, a number (or numbers) may preceed the directive, which designates the operator(s) to whom it 
applies. No designation appears where the entire ensemble plays that measure (tutti), in which case the directive 
applies to all.

In individual parts, the operator is given only the directive that applies to her.



M A O R E space(S    E) (P     H)S A space(P)

D A Y space S E A P H O R E space(M)P A space(S)

Noteheads: numbers 
indicate �ag position

Transitions: for the duration 
of transition bar, rotate �ag 
to next designated position

Ties (tie bars): the duration is the sum 
of the notehead’s duration plus the 
duration of all stems the tie bar crosses. 
�e above duration equals one 32nd, 
plus one 16th, plus one dotted-16th.

Dashed Bars: Operators 1 and 3 either tie 
the current position/duration to the next 
or transition to the next notehead. 
Operators 2 and 4 either transition to the 
next notehead or attack new �ag positions 
to begin the following measure.

Floating measures: closed/
full score only

Block Numbers indicate 
which operator(s) play 
this measure.

Clef: le� �ag bottom, 
right �ag top

Dotted lines to next measure 
show the direction in which 
operators divide or combine

Dashed bar: in full score, indicates that 
at least one operator ties the (5,5) to the 
next measure, and at least one does not

Tuplet: incomplete (broken) 
tuplet. Immediately restart 
pulse on next attack

Noteheads: here a 
triplet half-note

Block number at end 
of measure indicates 
that operator tacet in 
the following measure

3:23

3:233

3

3

2

4

Figure 7. Notational praxis (with annontations)
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Strident, unknowingly making
the correct mistake con�dently Rhythmic, an excess of machinery, imagining something slightly faster Furled, trapped unspent energy

1, 2, 3, 4: As loud as possible, with an unexpected application of a burning ointment

Saturated transcendence, or an eternal suspension

1, 2: Pushing against gravity, or swimming through radioactive gelatin

One-dimensional, senza vibrato 

3, 4: As before, with extra olifactory sensitivity
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❷Mendoza — Day Spa Semaphore

Frozen centripetal acceleration, mid loop de loop Distended accents, as if in a glass bottle

Poking the �re with a trident and certitude Rhythmic, but gears falter Kinetic energy, like being strapped to a table

1, 2, 4: Swi�ly turning the volume down 
3: Burping, con vibrato 

Heteralocha acutirostris, brie�y

1, 2, 3: �oroughly bulbous
4: Sensitive, frangrant  

Bone(s) tumbling at a low frame rate

Centrifugal switch, teetering between on and o� Shakes, as in a battle with infection
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❸ Mendoza — Day Spa Semaphore

Poky fortitude, as in a small concert hall audience Rhythmic, near a falling feather

2, 3, 4: Intermittent �ickering caused by a severed cable
1. Like a kinetoscope, with one especially sticky image

3: Surplus vibrato
4. Dowdy, with unnaturally crooked arms

1, 2: Earnestly trying to win the gurning competition

Heterarchical cues (to be agreed upon beforehand)

1, 2, 4: Floral buboes, accompanied by knee-jerks
3: Dense, like a lead �shing weight 3, 4: Boxes on �re, animato

1, 2: Pixelated gate, swung open and closed



❹Mendoza — Day Spa Semaphore
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3, 4:  Witches perform a synchronized Cobra turn
1, 2: Teeming o�-centered androids 

Unru�ed consumption of excessively sour rattlesnake confections

3
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2, 3, 4: �e excitement of witnessing an audible poker tell
1: Concern over unattended, uncooked pork  

Rhythmic, with the tension of failing leather straps 
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2
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1, 3, 4: A severe fable – its intermodal skeletal outline 
2: Turpitude of icky imagineering

1, 3: Petit mal, esp. a�er a large grunt  
2: Surprise vibrato
4: Croon, slightly warm and drowsy  
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❺Mendoza — Day Spa Semaphore
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Electric impulses engendered by cubic teraphim

1, 3, 4: Hard and spiny, like accomplished coral
2: Final slow motion leap from the moderate height of eight heads 

2, 4: Like the slippage of cloned pixies in a gale
1, 3: Dire boxers’ last swings

1, 2: Beeming entrance followed by de�ation, as with co�ee  
4: Like gravity pulling down and turning preformed pitch on tree bark

Consummate lightness, without mu�ed in�ections, giocoso
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1, 3, 4: Overconcern, the possibility of a rogue exciton, con agitato
2: Like a telluric auditor on Mars

Rhythmic, a tensor spasms during foaling

1, 2, 4: �e interment of a revered fabliau, serioso
3: Like icy turpentine 
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1. Frightened, e.g., by a male�c gegenshein
2. Ticklish, like a vibratory surplice
3. As if sitting on a warped crown

Electrophilic raphides do battle with a balloon

2, 3, 4: Spinel shards, as accompaniment
1. Light potion beads, languendo

33

1, 4: Stolid, like a fast dirge
2, 3: Flippant sale of home �xtures, pomposo

4: Seemingly entranced by elation
2, 3: Mulling over the concept of depravity, a�er being ejected from a ditch 
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Consumptive brightness
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1, 2, 4: Agitated exit (e.g., slamming the door)
3: A lurid mass, fast-forward

Rhythmic, with sensorial chasms

1, 2: Intermittent reveries
3, 4: As an ictal pentimento

3 3

3 3

3 3 3 33

2
4
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3

1: Becoming enlightened whilst Gegen die Wand
2: Supple ticks of laboratory equipment
4: Harpie gonads mimed by a clown

Unrestrained, like bottles served at a hemophilic saloon

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

2
3

4

1, 3: Hard, like pine
2, 4: Paranoid, as Potiphar at night

1, 2: Cast a solid surge
3, 4: Comely, like an admixture of clip art and posology
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2, 3: From a seemless elevation
4: Like a rejected glitch

Consilience (right hand only)

1, 2, 3: Stymied, like agitprop in wet cement or quicksand
4: An alluring massé

Rhythmic, like a de� tutorial in chastity
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1, 3: Perverse termination
2, 4: Nictate, as if clearing a foreign body

1: Mired beckoning
3: Insistent beckoning, as if drowned in ego
4: Beckoning, sharply

Like cattle at a theophilic salon
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3 3

3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3 1
2
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1, 2: Spiked (both hands)
4: Paranormal, molto vibrato

1, 3: Experiencing the last soliton
2, 4: Administration of a small
         tautology

1, 2: A semblance of enervation
3: Post-itch ejecta

Upmost resilience, like a stubborn village idiot
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Expressionless, robotic

1, 3, 4: Incredulity, like the discovery of propagules
2: Massateric stress, a�er an unexpected alluvial erosion of historicity 
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1 & 2: Arhythmic, like de�ated salt crackers in soup
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1, 2: Swi� deterrent/Sludging through the verbatim
3, 4: Meaningful shearing/Shearing in a dicty manner

1: �e absolute, recognized
2: Consensual (with either 1 or 3, decide beforehand)
3: Hearken, as a Victorian factory worker

3 3:23

3 3:23

1
4

2
3

1, 3: A particularly painful saltation
2, 4: Like intense theorematic candelas
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1, 4: Glandular wrinkling caused by dehydration
2, 3: Caramelized by meltemi

3:23

3:23

2
4

3

1, 2: Minerva �irting with automata
3, 4: Resolute blasphemy

3:23

3:23 1
3
4

2, 4: Like an imperfect valance
3: Favored lave �ow, con vibrato (irregular)

3:2 1
2
4

3

Positional jiggery-pokery, as in a queue
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3:2
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1, 2, 4: Eros, hysterically
3: Making an incredible recovery
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1: Rhythmic, sour de�agration
3: Quasi-rhythmic, like a tracer through clouds

1, 3: Twitch, a�er consuming an inedible detergent
2, 4: Smearing a duct with sludge

1: Cognition, absolved of morals
2: Sensual, languido
3: Meteoric loss, as a consequence of gambling
4: Condensed factoids, relating to short-term memory

3:2

3:2

4

2

3

1

1, 4: A gainful salutation/Melting ice
2, 3: Depletion of wax from a candelabra
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1: Granule sprinkler, in conservation mode
2: Like paused hydrocelic buildup
3: Making a melton for a dromedary camel
4. Making a melton for a bactrian camel

1, 3: Like a spurting autoclave
2, 4: Resorbed spherules

3 3:2

3 3:2 1
2
4

1, 3: Imperious, like a relevant concept from a competitor
2: Squeamish, a reaction to cheese-�avored larvae

3
Transitional jiggering
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A B C D E or
Error (if signaled 8 times)

F G H

I J K L M N O P

Q R S T U V W X

Y Z Space Attention Cancel/Disregard

Appendix A. English Semaphoric Symbology — Receiver’s Perspective



A B C D E or
Error (if signaled 8 times)

F G H

I J K L M N O P

Q R S T U V W X

Y Z Space Attention Cancel/Disregard

Appendix B. English Semaphoric Symbology — Operator’s Perspective
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